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Calculating Quantum Impedance Networks 

of Octonion String Wavefunction Interactions

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335240613_Naturalness_begets_Naturalness_An_Emergent_Definition

hour+ video presentation to India Association of Physics Teachers summer workshop on quantum simulation

Introduction to a Quantum Impedance Model

fifteen minute presentations to DPF2021

Extending QED to the Full Eight-Component Vacuum Wavefunction of Geometric Clifford Algebra

QED Model of Massless Neutrino Oscillation in the Geometric Representation of Clifford Algebra

SRGW2021 Storage Rings and Gravitational Waves

Questions on Gravitational Impedance Matching

Peter Cameron

31 Oct 2021

                                                                               Peter Cameron

Abstract: A QED model of minimally complete eight-component Dirac wavefunction interactions is introduced, followed by calculation 

details of quantized interaction impedance networks. This is important. Impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy/

information transmission, opening a new window on the Standard Model. Application of the model to the Hydrogen atom, unstable 

particle lifetimes, matching to the Planck length and boundary of the observable universe, and branching ratio calculations are 

presented. Video to follow.
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Three assumptions – geometry, fields, and ‘mass gap’

The Theoretical Minimum
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Clifford product

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60z_hpEAtD8

metric = mass gap = me

no free parameters

- emergence

Clifford algebra in geometric representation
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Model presented here emerges from three assumptions. First, vacuum wavefunction in the intuitive geometric representation of Clifford algebra 

(math language of quantum mechanics), as opposed to the less easily visualized matrix representations of Pauli and Dirac. Second, introduction 

of the electromagnetic coupling constant a ~ 1/137 to permit physical manifestation of the geometry, to assign electromagnetic field quanta to 

the eight vacuum wavefunction components. And third, mass of the lightest charged particle, the 'mass gap', to define the electron Compton 

wavelength, setting the scale of space. 

1. Vacuum wavefunction is comprised of eight fundamental geometric objects - one scalar point, three vector line elements (orientational 

degrees of freedom), three bivector area elements, and one trivector volume. These define a minimally complete basis of space, a 3D Pauli 

algebra, the same at all scales. Wavefunction interactions are modeled by the geometric Clifford product, generating a 6D phase space - three 

space and three relative phases of the three orthogonal field orientations. Time is the integral of phase, the same for all three, reducing 

dimensionality to 4D Dirac algebra of flat Minkowski spacetime. Geometric products lower and raise dimensionality, such that time emerges 

from interactions. Pauli matrices are basis vectors of space in geometric representation, Dirac matrices those of spacetime.

2. Combinations of the four fundamental constants that define a

(electric charge quantum, electric permittivity of space, angular momentum quantum, and speed of light) permit assigning geometrically and 

topologically appropriate electric and magnetic field quanta to the eight vacuum wavefunction components - one electric charge (scalar), three 

1D dipole moments (vector), three 2D axial vectors (bivector pseudovector), and one 3D magnetic charge (trivector/pseudoscalar). Appearance 

of different physics at different confinement scales arises from scale-dependent energies of the field quanta. Smaller means more energy.

3. QED requires a 'mass gap', a lightest rest mass charged particle to couple to the photon, setting the scale of space. 

Natural choice is Compton wavelength of the electron rest mass. l= h/mc

Given these three assumptions, one can calculate quantized impedance networks of wavefunction interactions.

This is important. Impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy flow, of information transmission.  Understanding structure and 

meaning of wavefunction interaction impedance networks opens a new window on quantum dynamics at all scales.

In what follows we show the method to calculate mechanical and electromagnetic impedances of scale-dependent geometric and scale-invariant 

topological wavefunction component interactions (the S-matrix).

Outline

I. Five Fundamental Constants

II. Assigning quantized fields to wavefunction components

III. S-matrix generated by geometric products of minimally complete eight-component wavefunctions 

IV. Quantized S-matrix mode impedance calculation examples

V. Electromagnetic impedance network at the mass gap, the electron Compton wavelength

how to: Calculating Quantum Impedance Networks of QED String Wavefunction Interactions
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Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves

S-matrix of Dirac’s QED, extended to the full eight-component vacuum wavefunction in the geometric 

representation of Clifford algebra. Symbols (triangle, diamond,…) correspond to following slides.
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Beyond Standard Model correlation of network nodes with particle lifetimes/coherence lengths
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BSM 2 – origin of gravitational mass, inflation, chirality, baryon asymmetry,…
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https://www.osapublishing.org/abstract.cfm?uri=QIM-2013-W6.01

A Possible Resolution of the Black Hole Information Paradox



BSM 3 mismatch-attenuated Hawking photon on the cosmological scale

¼ wave resonator 

httpshttptptptptpstptptps://indico.cern.ch/event/982987/contributions/ns/4274703/
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BSM 4 – precise pizero, eta, and eta’ branching ratios in powers of a
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An Impedance Approach to the Chiral Anomaly


